Brewery

6 Bears & A
Goat
Brewing
Company

6 Bears & A
Goat
Brewing
Company

Beer Name

Mae West

O-Dark Thirty

Style

Description

ABV

Blonde Ale

WW II servicemen honored the legendary blonde bombshell by
naming an inflatable life jacket after her famously buxom
figure. When the front air pockets of the life vest inflated, it gave
the wearer a “top heavy” appearance, much like the well-endowed
actress. West made a name for herself in vaudeville before
becoming an early Hollywood star. She was best known for her
hourglass figure and lighthearted, bawdy double
entendres. Likewise, their Blonde Ale is full bodied and sassy.
Easy drinking and low in bitterness, a light floral and spicy hop
character pairs with malty sweetness and a refreshing finish. Like
its namesake, this beer can be a real lifesaver on a hot day!

5.0

Dry Irish Stout

You know the old proverb, “it’s always darkest before the dawn”?
In nautical jargon, that’s O-Dark Thirty. O-Dark Thirty designates
an unspecified time which occurs sometime after midnight but well
before sunrise, and usually associated with starting the work day –
like getting the cutter, boat or ship underway, standing watch, etc.
6.0
No matter what the exact time is, it is always dark. Very dark.
That’s a perfect description of our Irish Extra Stout. Midnight black
and full-bodied without being thick or sweet; this is not your
father’s Irish Stout. After drinking one, you’ll surely find O-Dark
Thirty to your liking – no matter what time it is!

IBU

AB-VED
Innovation

Spiked Seltzer Seltzer water

Made exclusively from purified water and natural ingredients. The
fresh fruit flavors infused in spiked seltzer are derived from coldpressed citrus essence from a variety of fruits.

6%

Bald Top

Fields of Gold

German Wheat

This traditional German golden wheat ale is testament to the
beauty of the Bald Top farm with its delicious classic flavors and
drinkability.

5.0

12

Bald Top

Ghost Girl

Pale Ale

This Pale Ale is far from ordinary; just like their resident ghost girl!
Niece of Woodbourne’s founder, John Henry Price, our ghost girl
occupies the upper west bedroom in the manor house; dancing
and forever brushing her flowing golden-brown hair. Just like its
name sake, this dark golden ale is enchanting & whimsical –
pleasing to those who embrace its unique and complex character.

4.9

37

Beer Hound

Apollo

Hefewiezen

Apollo is a traditional German Hefeweizen with very light banana
5.3%
phenols and a predominate clove, tart, dry finish. Very sessionable
Spring /Summertime beer.

13

Beer Hound

Muttley

New England
style IPA

Muttley pours clear and crisp with an aroma of citrus and
evergreen. Flavors of oranges, grapefruit and mango. Finishes
dry, crisp, and hoppy. Snickers are ok...

9.8

100

Blue
Mountain

Dark Hollow

Bourbon Barrel
Aged Stout

Their dark, low-roast imperial stout has notes of bourbon and
vanilla from extended barrel aging in charred American oak
bourbon barrels, patiently breathing in and out of the wood,
gaining complexity, depth and character.

10%

70

Blue
Mountain

Full Nelson

Virginia Pale Ale

Blue Mountain’s flagship Virginia Pale Ale features a balanced
malt body followed by a burst of American hop flavor and aroma.
Citrusy, floral and highly sessionable!

5.9%

60

Bold Rock

Blood Orange

Cider

Blood Orange cider is a blend of blood orange juice and locally
harvested Blue Ridge apples, featuring a light and refreshing
apple cider start coupled with the crisp tartness and tangy citrus
flavor profile of blood orange.

4.7%

Brewery

Beer Name

Style

Description

ABV

IBU

Bold Rock

Rose

Cider

A fruit-forward rosé style cider with a crisp berry finish. Much like a
rosé wine, cider can be crafted to highlight different taste profiles
and allow the nuance of the fruit to shine through. With an
emphasis on the classic berry notes of a rosé

4.7%

Bold Rock

Virginia Apple

Granny Smith
Cider

Bold Rock’s original and consistently most popular offerings, Apple 4.7%
is a crisp and refreshing Granny Smith-style cider made with local
apples picked in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia and North
Carolina.

Bold Rock

Virginia Draft

Amber Apple
Cider

This smooth and distinctive hard cider has superb drinkability
making it perfect anytime anywhere.

4.7%

Brothers
Craft
Brewing

CitraSpective

Sour IPA

Successful teamwork requires a little self-examination or in this
case a Citraspective. A collaboration between Harrisonburg
Virginias Brothers Craft Brewing and NoDa Brewing Company,
Citraspective is a sour IPA brewed with the hops of its namesake.
Hoppy and Delightfully zesty, Citraspective is the result of our
breweries joint introspection

5.0%

Brothers
Craft
Brewing

The Great
Debate

Stout –
Imperial/Double

What we learned from The Great Debate of 1920, is that the
universe is vast and has more depth than we previously knew.
Inspired by that, they sought to brew a big, bold, layered stout that
is truly out of this world. This jet black beer offers notes of
chocolate and roast while a rich creamy body makes it even more
of a joy to drink. No matter which side of the debate you are on,
The Great Debate is a beer we can all come together for.

9.1%

35

Collective
Arts

Life in the
Clouds

NE Style IPA

Life in the Clouds is their flagship New England style IPA. After
experimenting with the Collective Project HAZY IPA they dialed in
the Simcoe and Mosaic hops and malt balance to optimize this
juicy IPA’s pleasantly fruit forward (think citrus and melon) taste
and aroma. In keeping with the nouveau NEIPA tradition, Life in
the Clouds is an unfiltered beer, neither overly-sweet nor bitter,
with a pillowy mouth feel. Crack one, pour it in a glass, take a
whiff, hold it up the the light and take a sip! Don’t you agree?

6.1

50

Collective
Arts

Ransack the
Universe

American IPA

Galaxy hops from Myrtleford, Victoria in Australia and Mosaic hops 6.8
from Yakima, Washington, USA, deliver aromas and flavors of
tropical fruits, mango and citrus. Light malt body lets the hops
shine through, and finishes crisp but not bitter. A hemispheric hop
mashup.

85

D9 Brewing
Company

German
Chocolate
Cake

American
Imperial Stout

Coconut Pecan Stout aged in Brandy Foeders.

8.0

20

D9 Brewing
Company

Hakuna
Matata

Tropical IPA

Tropical IPA brewed using hops from the US, UK, Germany,
Slovenia, and New Zealand. The result is a much more balanced,
less bitter but more flavorful Dank-style IPA with hints of Mandarin
Orange, Pineapple, Grapefruit, and Elderflower.

6.5

72

Devils
Backbone

Brut IPA

American Brut
IPA

Brut IPA is very light bodied with a clean, dry palate thanks to
lively citrus and white grape notes from Amarillo and Hallertau
Blanc hops, plus a bit of malts. It’s bubbly, sparkly, low carb,
hoppy… and heck, elegant. Drink with an open mind and we’re
sure you’ll love this extra pale wonder.

6.3

26

Devils
Backbone

Golden Leaf

Golden Lager

While Gold Leaf is on the lighter side, it takes five weeks to perfect 4.5
this traditional German-style lager. An homage to the days when
beers were made 100% from malted barley, Gold Leaf is brewed
with four European malts tempered with a touch of three imported
hops. Plus, it’s got subtle bready notes. And since it’s not super
hoppy or dark, this beer doesn’t hide any flavor inconsistencies.
That just keeps us honest.

21
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Beer Name

Style

Description

ABV

IBU

Dogfish
Head
Brewery

Slightly Mighty Low Cal IPA

Mighty hop character and just 95 calories … that can’t be possible. 4.0
Oh, but it is! After a year of R&D and months of fine-tuning what
seemed to be unimaginable, Slightly Mighty is finally here! This
true indie craft beer has all the character of a world class IPA, but
with only 95 calories, 3.6g carbs, 1g protein and 0g fat per 12oz
serving. Seriously.

Dogfish
Head
Brewery

SuperEIGHT

Super-Fruit
Gose

A super gose made with eight heroic ingredients. Insert
SuperEIGHT (the beer). This sessionable super gose is brewed
with eight heroic ingredients: prickly pear, mango, boysenberry,
blackberry, raspberry, elderberry, kiwi juices, toasted quinoa and
an ample addition of red Hawaiian sea salt! Okay, so technically
that's nine, but it 'gose' without say that there's going to be salt.
These unique ingredients give this beer a vibrant red color, with
delicious flavors of berries and watermelon, along with a tart - yet
refreshing - finish.

Far Gohn
Brewing
Company

Margarita
Radler

Pale Ale

A radler by any other name is just a shandy! The Margarita Radler 5.0
is our house pale ale infused with lime and sugar to make a
perfect, easy drinking, warm weather beer.

12

Far Gohn
Brewing
Company

Session IPA

IPA

Easy drinking, low ABV IPA. Brewed with Mosiac, El Dorado, and
Calypso Hops.

5.6

35

Firestone
Walker
Brewing
Company

Double Barrel
Ale

Extra Special
Bitter

A British Pale Ale never tasted so fresh. We challenge our good
friends across the pond to match this one. Can’t be done. We’ve
honored the traditions of the great British Pale brewers of Burtonon-Trent using our patented Firestone Union oak barrels. You’re
left with a mild blend of vanilla and toasted oak flavor touched with
an elegant hint of English noble hops. DBA is the flagship of
Firestone Walker and wildly popular.

5.0

30

Firestone
Walker
Brewing
Company

Mind Haze

Hazy IPA

From the coast of California comes Mind Haze, a free-spirited beer 6.4
made to elevate your perceptions—juicy yet balanced, hazy yet
lasting, and loaded with an imaginative array of tropical hop
flavors. In the words of Brewmaster Matt Brynildson, “Mind Haze
offers the best of what you expect from a hazy IPA. But we’re
going about it a little differently, and that’s what gives Mind Haze
its own unique signature. We’re finally ready to do a hazy IPA the
Firestone way.”

40

Golden
Road

Mango Cart

Mango Wheat
Ale

Inspired by the iconic fruit cart vendors of Los Angeles. A light
Wheat Ale bursting with lots of fresh mango flavor and aroma,
finishing crisp and refreshing.

4%

10

Graft Cider

Farm Flor

Dry Table Cider

A blend of wild brett fermented juicy young cider with funky +
acidic barrel aged cider.

6.9

Graft Cider

Lost Tropic

Hop Mimosa
Cider

Hop Mimosa Cider with Citra & Vic Secret Hops, Orange &
Grapefruit Zest

6.9

Green Man
Brewery

ESB

Extra Special
Bitter

A malty amber ale boasting rich toasted and caramel flavors,
Green Man ESB is one of their award-winning signature brews.
Their blend of authentic British malts and hops creates a nutty
aroma, full body, and a sweet finish. Prepare yourself for a truly
exceptional interpretation of a traditional English style.

5.5

32

Green Man
Brewery

IPA

IPA

Green Man India Pale Ale is delectably hoppy with a properly
balanced body. Generous hop additions give it a wonderful
bitterness and pleasant floral nose, while their combination of
traditional British malts creates a rich, satisfying flavor and alluring
copper color. This authentic English-style IPA is their flagship ale.

6.2

63

30

5.3

Brewery

Beer Name

Style

Description

ABV

IBU

Hardywood
Park Craft
Brewery

Bourbon
Barrel
Raspberry
Stout

Barrel-Aged
Chocolate Stout

A dessert beer to the core, our Raspberry Stout is truly a feat in
decadence. Loads of chocolate malt, cacao nibs, and local, late
season red raspberries from Agriberry Farm all contribute to what
would best be described as a raspberry truffle in liquid form. After
months of patient maturation in freshly emptied bourbon barrels,
our Raspberry Stout is finished on Madagascar vanilla beans
revealing a confluence of smooth, rich dark chocolate, ripe red
raspberries, and real vanilla.

11.5

55

Hardywood
Park Craft
Brewery

Gingerbread
Stout

Imperial Milk
Stout

Made with baby ginger from Casselmonte Farm and wildflower
9.2
honey from Bearer Farms, Hardywood Gingerbread Stout
captures the terroir of Central Virginia in a rich, creamy libation
with a velvety mouthfeel and an intriguing evolution of notes from
milk chocolate and vanilla, to honeycomb and cinnamon, to a snap
of ginger in the finish.

55

Hardywood
Park Craft
Brewery

Hopkeeper

Double IPA with
Virginia Honey

Brewed with Virginia-grown pale malt from Copper Fox Distillery in
Williamsburg, VA. Our double IPA is hop-forward and
approachable with a proprietary blend of hops ending lush notes
of pineapple, fresh orange zest and citrus fruit.

8.5%

30

Hardywood
Park Craft
Brewery

Pils

German-Style
Pilsner

Hand crafted with only the finest European pilsner malt and
German noble hops, Pils is patiently conditioned for weeks in our
lagering tanks, maturing into a beer that refreshes the palate and
satiates the soul. This classic pilsner is the quintessential lager
beer in its purest form, brewed in strict accordance with the
Reinheitsgebot Law.

5.2%

35

Left Hand
Brewing
Company

Raspberry
Milk Stout

Stout

Roasted coffee notes combine with raspberries and chocolate malt 5.7
for creamy decadence. Meet the sultry sister of America’s Stout—
Raspberry Milk Stout. They took pure milk chocolate bliss and
kissed it with raspberries, still allowing for roasted coffee notes to
shine through. Each luxurious, decadent sip lingers into a
voluptuous finale. It’s a liquid raspberry truffle meant to cultivate
curves and entice you for more. Dark and delicious has never
been more tempting.

23

Left Hand
Brewing
Company

Wheels Gose
‘Round

Lemon +
Raspberry Gose

Crisp raspberry and lemon gose.

4.4

14

Mispillion
River
Brewing

Not Today
Satan

American IPA

Even Hell is looking for more diversity these days. That is why a
lot of folks claim Billy, from Human Resources, was appointed the
new Lord of Darkness. Like Billy, this beer is a little unexpected.
The unholy joining of El Dorado, Centennial, Columbus, Cascade,
and Mosaic hops and 7.3% Alc. by Vol. leaves souls begging for a
drink of water. Not today, Satan ... Not today.

7.3

55

Mispillion
River
Brewing

Reach Around

IPA

Reach Around IPA is a very sessionable, easy drinking India Pale
Ale. This beer boasts a huge hop flavor with a medium level of
bitterness at 35 IBUs, and showcases copious amounts of
Cascade, Columbus, and Nugget hops. Let’s face it, everyone
loves a Reach Around.

6

35

O’Connor
Brewing Co.

Kovalam
Beach

Saison-Style Ale
brewed with
Honey &
Lavender

Kovalam Beach, found off the coast of India on the warm Arabian
Sea, inspired the sweet and herbal notes in our Honey Lavender
saison. Brewed with American saison yeast, this saison evokes
flavors of marmalade and jasmine, while the scent of honey and
lavender magnify the floral character. India is a significant
producer of lavender and their iconic lighthouse break hearkens
feelings of warmer months ahead.

6.9

19

O’Connor
Brewing Co.

Proper Lager

Helles-style
Lager

Brewed with 100% malt, our Helles-style lager showcases a
brilliant golden hue and exceptional clarity. The balanced yet
complex malty character presents a subtle fruity and floral hop
bouquet with a drinkability that is sure to compliment all
occasions. Crisp. Clean. Proper.

4.7

17

Brewery

Beer Name

Style

Description

ABV

IBU

Old Trade
Brewery &
Cidery

Black Briar
Blackberry

Cider

Sparkling Cider fermented VA apples and blackberry with flavors
of Honey Crisp apple with a balanced dry tart blackberry and
pineapple background, ( Fresh pressed apples from Nelson
County, VA)

7.0

Old Trade
Brewery &
Cidery

Windy Hill

Kolsch

German-style beer boasts light, toasted bread notes. Malt forward
beer balanced with hops.

5.3

22

Parkway
Brewing Co.

Mangled
Mango

Fruited IPA

This Mango IPA is hopped with Eukanot hops for their tropical
aromas and pleasant bitterness with fresh mango added at the
end for a delightful balance. Let’s get mangled!

6.2

60

Parkway
Brewing Co.

Triple A

American Amber
Ale

Triple A is a bready, malty Amber Ale, with a slight sweetness and
a dry finish. With just enough hops to add a pleasant bitterness,
the 5.4% ABV allows you to enjoy more than one of these easy
drinkers.

5.4

Powers
Farm &
Brewery

Lemongrass
Pils

Pilsner

A soft malt bill steeped with dried farm-grown lemongrass during
5.5
the boil, bringing out the grass’s lemony aroma and floral taste that
works well with that typical, faint sulfur yeast character present in
pilsners. Their summer version is crisp & dry with a modestly
lower starting gravity.

Powers
Farm &
Brewery

The Pollinator

Irish Red Ale

A blend of 6 different malts gives this brew a nice roasty flavor
balanced with a dash of EKG hops. Hawthorne berries, from the
Hawthorne tree that is native to Virginia and an important
pollinator-friend, were added to the boil giving it a hint of sour
cherry sweetness.

Reason Beer Black

Black Ale

Black starts with a bouquet of tropical hop aromas, builds up a rich 5%
flavor of fresh roasted malts, and finishes pleasantly dry and
refreshing.

Reason Beer Inexorable

American Stout

Barrel-Aged Inexorable is ready! Available on draft and in bottles
starting today, but only in our Tasting Room. Clocking in at 10.5%,
it is remarkably smooth with vanilla and oak notes acquired after
two months in Heaven Hill bourbon barrels. The rich malt remains,
and the result is a big (very big) but balanced beer.

8.5

Reason Beer Pattern
Recognition

American IPA

This delicious IPA starts with a subtle malt backbone and adds an
incredible amount of hop flavor for a beer that delivers big bright
tones of citrus, pine, and melon with a super clean and refreshing
finish.

6.0

Reason Beer Strange
Currencies

Porter

Reason Beer's luxuriant porter was first brewed as a birthday
present for our brewer's wife. Strange Currencies is a decadent
blend of dark chocolate and sweet caramel with mild roasty
notes. It packs an amazing amount of flavor into a beer that
finishes clean and pairs perfectly with the cooler winter weather.

6.6

Schlafly

Kolsch

Kolsch

Kölsch is a classic golden ale that uses a centuries old yeast strain 4.8%
sourced from a famous Kölsch brewer in Köln, Germany.
Fermented at 63 degrees, then cold conditioned, it has the
delicate fruity aroma of an ale with the crisp, clean finish of a lager.
It is brewed with lightly roasted malt and 100% German Noble
Hops: Perle for bitterness and Hallertau Traditional for flavor and
aroma. Kölsch is unique to the Schlafly brewery because Ulrike, a
native of Köln and wife of brewery co-founder Tom Schlafly,
connected Schlafly Beer with the Gaffel Brewery of Köln.

25

Schlafly

NE IPA

American
Imperial IPA

The Northeast IPA is a fresh, unfiltered beer that uses a
8.0
revolutionary way to coax flavor from its hops. Schlafly uses both a
kettle boil for subtle bitterness and employs the exciting process of
fermented dry-hopping, creating a brilliant, heady beer that’s sure
to arrest the senses of any IPA drinker. As hazy as a squall off the
coast, this beer captivates the tongue with a fruity and malty
profile.

35

6.0

Brewery

Beer Name

Style

Description

ABV

IBU

Starr Hill

Looking Glass

IPA

Loaded with notes of juicy pineapple, mango and passion fruit, this 6.5
IPA packs big hop aroma and flavor with minimal bitterness.

Starr Hill

Roxanne

Raspberry
American Sour

An extremely low-hopped, kettle-soured wheat ale. Sweet and tart
with raspberry puree and carbonation turned up, this is an
effervescent and refreshing brew.

4.7

Stone
Brewing

Grapefruit
Slam

Fruited Double
IPA

Its bitter, zesty grapefruit peel infusion created a bright accent to
flavors of pine resin and fresh citrus well in advance of the
explosion of fruited beers we’re all reveling in at the moment.

8.2

Stone
Brewing

Tropical
Thunder

Lager

Mainstays Citra and Mosaic, along with newcomer Cashmere
hops are joined by their juicy tropical aromas of citrus, pineapple
and coconut

5.8

45

Strangeways Albino
Monkey

Belgian White
Ale

Belgian-style White Ale with coriander, orange peels, lemon peels,
white pepper, and Virginia wildflower honey. Within the strangest
existence, there is great depth of character. Such is indeed the
case for the Albino MONKey. Ordained in the traditional order of
Belgian wheat beers, Albino MONKey’s wheat malt backbone is
shrouded only by its sublimely complex sweetness. Its motives in
its offerings of spicy hops, coriander, orange peel and white
pepper spices need not be understood to be appreciated. Simply
follow its divine path. Your obedience will be rewarded.

5.0

25

Strangeways Woodbooger

Belgian Dark Ale

A dark roasty brown ale brewed with organic coconut sugar, dark
Belgian candied sugar, and aged with vanilla bean.

6.0

20

Sweetwater

420 Strain
G13

IPA

This aromatic super-hybrid sticky IPA is first and foremost a
phenomenally delicious and drinkable beer, with the added bonus
of an olfactory experience that mimics that of the legendary G13
cannabis strain. The IPA base brew has a great body, good head
and nice amount of haze at a pleasurable 6% ABV. To work with
the malt bill, the brewers added some of their dankest hops,
Columbus and Simcoe, plus two dry hop additions. To achieve the
aroma, their brewers found the perfect botanically-sourced, strain
specific terpenes and married them with proprietary natural hemp
flavor, both perfectly complementing the hops in the IPA.

6

48

Sweetwater

Peach, Love
and
Happiness

Berliner Weisse

Life is worth living, dreams are worth sharing, friends are worth
celebrating, and happiness is worth treasuring. Peach, Love and
Happiness brings color to spring with ripe local peaches in this
golden effervescent and tastily tart Berliner Weisse.

4.7

Troegs

Perpetual

IPA

Artisanal meets mechanical in a state of IPA called Perpetual.
Cycling through their HopBack vessel and dry-hopping method,
this bold Imperial Pale Ale emerges rife with sticky citrus rind, pine
balm and tropical fruit.

7.5

Troegs

Boysenberry
Tart Ale

Tart Ale

Tart & Fruit Series is the perfect place to showcase boysenberries, 4.5
a strange and wonderful hybrid of blackberries and raspberries.
The jammy juiciness of 12 pounds per barrel of real boysenberries
is balanced with a bit of pucker thanks to a first-stage fermentation
with lactobacillus. Coriander gives off hints of wildflowers, and a
pinch of salt amplifies the refreshing sweet-tart berry goodness.

Two Roads
Brewing

Persian Lime
Gose

Leipzig Gose

They source the freshest persian lime juice through a local craft
juicery and blend it into a classic Gose brewed with an added twist
-- flaked rye! The result is a strikingly vibrant fresh lime aroma and
flavor that shouts refreshment.

4.5

Two Roads
Brewing

Road 2 Ruin

Double IPA

A big, hoppy IPA with plenty of bite! Their assertive, hop-centric
Double IPA has a lean malt backdrop and is brewed with four
American hop varieties – Summit, Palisade, Cascade and
Magnum. Piney, citrus, floral, not-for-the-timid!

8.0

40

85

65

Brewery

Beer Name

Style

Description

ABV

IBU

von Trapp
Brewing

Dunkel Lager

Munich Dunkel
Lager

Creamy, toffee aromas balance the bitterness of Munich malts in
our roasted brown lager. Although dark in color, Dunkel is medium
in body and finishes dry and clean, resulting in a rich lager that
can be enjoyed throughout the year.

5.7

22

von Trapp
Brewing

Vienna Lager

Amber Lager

Named for the city that created the style, their amber lager is malt
forward with a grassy, crackery hop aroma. A classic blend of
German malts and hops gives this complex lager notes of
biscuit and caramel in its finish.

5.2

33

Wicked
Weed

Lychee Burst

Berliner Weisse

Burst is an exploration of fruit flavor. Vibrant colors, fresh fruit, and
a quenching tartness makes this session sour a vivid new beer
experience.

4.5
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ENTRANCE GATE

Ambulance

Sponsor

Beer

Art

Cider

Food

CRI

1. Collective Arts
2. Chickie-Dickie
3. Two Roads
4. Left Hand
5. Schlafly
6. Asian Taste
7. D9
8. Stone
9. Wire & Rocks
10. Firestone
11. Uncle Elders
12. Mispillion
13. Harley Davidson
14. Perfect Pop
15. Powers Farm
16. Far Gohn
17. Mama Duck’s
Decor
18. Old Trade
19. Bald Top
20. Beer Hound
21. Spiked Seltzer

22. O’Connor
23. Sweetwater
24. UFO Food Truck
25. 6 Bears & A Goat
26. Troegs
27. India Import
28. Special Olympics
29. Brothers
30. Hardywood Park
31. Blue Mountain
32. Starr Hill
33. Sterling Peacock
34. Culpeper Fire
35. Strangeways
36. Do The Jerk-ey!
37. von Trapp
38. Chocolate Moonshine
39. Graft Cider
40. Parkway
41. Dogfish Head
42. Bad Ass Pickles
43. Green Man

STAGE

uc

44. Reason
45. Captain Corbin’s
46. Bold Rock Cider
47. Golden Road /
Wicked Weed
48. Devil’s Backbone
49. Lidl

